We investigate the Cherenkov radiation triggered by qubit acceleration simulated by superconducting circuit. By analyzing the radiation probability, we confirm the existence of Cherenkov speed threshold, implying that simulating superluminal qubit motion is possible for such a scenario. A question immediately arises: Is such motion compatible with the causality principle? To address the question, we perform a causality test on the simulating system based on the recently developed notion of temporal quantum correlations, pseudo-density matrix and temporal quantum steering. The results suggest that single-mode approximation breaks down even when the system is restricted in weak coupling regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a charged particle moving at a speed larger than the speed of light in a medium (Cherenkov speed threshold, or Cherenkov threshold for short), the particle will start to radiate. Such radiation is known as Cherenkov radiation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , which was first analyzed in classical electromagnetism [3] . The quantum mechanical treatment of Cherenkov effect was first proposed by Ginzburg [15] , indicating that the moving source can be a neutral body or any sort of perturbation [16] [17] [18] . Recent works [20] [21] [22] have shown that the Cherenkov radiation can be observed in superconducting circuits by simulating a qubit moving in constant velocity with tunable coupling strength. Along this line of thinking, we further consider the Cherenkov effect triggered by uniformly accelerating motion, where the causality issue naturally takes place because of the crossing of the Cherenkov threshold.
Speaking of the notion of causality, it is known that for physical (classical or quantum mechanical) theories, the speed of energy/information propagation cannot exceed the speed of light in vacuum according to Einstein's theory of relativity [23] . In the framework of quantum electrodynamics, the investigation of causality was first proposed by Fermi with a gedanken experiment known as Fermi problem [24] . The spirit of this experiment is to compare the speed of energy transfer between two distant objects and that of the light speed. Recently, the Fermi problem has been applied to several cavity QED systems [25] [26] [27] [28] . Additionally, even in non-relativistic theory, the speed of energy/information propagation is believed to be finite. For instance, in lattice model, the causality principle emerges through the so-called Lieb-Robinson bound [29] [30] [31] , which states that the incompatibility between two distantly separated local observables are bounded in the same way of microcausality in relativistic field theory. * yuehnan@mail.ncku.edu.tw
The aforementioned causality tests require two different parties playing the roles of signal sender and receiver. However, in our model, the causal influence is testified on the single moving system. Alternatively, we address the following question: Can the information be carried by the accelerating qubit even when its speed cross the Cherenkov threshold? To accomplish such causality test, we employ the recently developed methods based on the pseudo density matrix (PDM) formalism and its related idea called temporal quantum steering.
PDM [32] is established through a temporal analogue of quantum state tomography procedure, meaning that a PDM can be constructed via time-like separated measurements. A PDM could be a negative matrix which fails to be reinterpreted as a valid quantum state. The existence of negative eigenvalues naturally rules out the common-causal explanations [33] [34] [35] , inferring the presence of direct-causal relations encoded in the PDM. On the other hand, the notion of temporal steering (TS) [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] was introduced in analogy with the steering concept [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] proposed by Shrödinger [42] , where the remote state preparation is possible by using entangled pairs. Instead of discussing bipartite systems, TS explores the possibility to reformulate the steering task though a single system at different moments. Recent paper by Ku et al. [41] has further pointed out that there exists a hierarchical relation between PDM and TS, suggesting that TS is a weaker measure of direct cause.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in section II, we begin with the model that triggers Cherenkov effect with the qubit acceleration and identify the Cherenkov threshold via perturbation theory. Then, in section III, we measure the direct-causal influence of the system through PDM and TS. We find that, in general, the direct-causal influence will drop and remain a non-vanishing value after crossing the Cherenkov threshold. Due to the non-vanishing residual influence, it is inconclusive to interpret the role of the Cherenkov threshold from the causality point of view. Consequently, in section IV, we further discuss the behavior of multi-mode model, demonstrating that the residual direct-causal in- to the system. This result implies that the residual direct-causal influence results from the unphysical modetruncation [25] [26] [27] [28] [52] [53] [54] .
II. THE MODEL
Let us begin by modeling a qubit moving with uniform acceleration A in a cavity field as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The qubit trajectory is given by
The total qubit-field Hamiltonian can be written as (by letting = 1 for simplicity)
where ω q is the qubit frequency, σ z and σ x are Pauli matrices acting on the qubit, and, a (a † ) is the annihilation (creation) operator of the cavity field. Here, we assume the qubit effectively interacts with the fundamental field mode with its frequency ω 0 = vk 0 and wave number k 0 = π/L, where v is the phase velocity of the field mode and L is the cavity length. Note that the motion of the qubit x q (t) is encoded in the interaction part of the Hamiltonian. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(b) , the system is possible to be simulated via superconducting circuits with tunable coupling strength [20] [21] [22] . Let us analyze the radiation behavior by using the realistic circuit-QED parameters (ω 0 = ω q = 2π GHz, g = 0.01ω and k 0 = π/0.01 m −1 ). Consider that the qubit and the field are initially in their ground state |g, 0 . The qubit starts to accelerate at time t 0 = 0 with acceleration A = 10 14 m/s 2 . As shown in Fig. 2 , we numerically simulate the radiation probability by using QuTip opensource python package [55, 56] . An interesting feature is that after a period of time (t > 0.4 µs), the radiation will be significantly enhanced. Since there is no single excitation in the total system initially, the enhancement must originate from the activation of counter-rotating transition, though the system is restricted in weak-coupling regime (g < ω 0 ). Such enhancement has also been identified as cavity-enhanced Unruh effect [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] .
We further analytically investigate the counterrotating photon emission by using the standard perturbation technique. Note that the threshold time t * , where the enhancement starts to occur, is small ( At * c < 1) enough to take non-relativistic limit such that
By taking such approximation, the leading order of the transition probability at time t can be written as
Therefore, we can find that the radiation will be significantly enhanced right after satisfying the following relation:
or
Since At can be identified as the non-relativistic velocity of the qubit, Eq. (6) suggests that the requirement for the radiation enhancement is the qubit velocity must be larger than the threshold velocity v c . This result is also manifest in the Ref. [20] , where v c has been identified as the Cherenkov threshold.
III. MEASURING CAUSAL INFLUENCE BY TEMPORAL CORRELATIONS
From previous section, the result suggests that the radiation might originate from certain superluminal qubit motion, and apparently there exists a characteristic velocity that serves as the Cherenkov threshold. Now, we are going to discuss in more detail about the Cherenkov threshold from the aspect of causal inference with the help of PDM and TS techniques summarized as follows.
Let us start from the PDM formulation. A PDM is constructed from a generalized quantum state tomography by collecting measurement outcomes from a single system at two successive times. By definition, for a single qubit system, the corresponding PDM is written as
where {σ i , σ j } is the expectation value of the product of the outcome of measuring σ i at initial time t 0 and the outcome of measuring σ j at later time t f . The
A , which is the tensor product of the state space of the qubit at initial time and later time. A PDM shares lots of similarities to bipartite density matrix except that it is not necessary to be positive-semidefinite. And, since any negative R cannot be reinterpreted as a regular bipartite quantum state, it can rule out common-causal explanations for the correlations between two qubits. Based on such insight, a measure of direct-causal influence has been proposed called f -function
which is the summation over all negative eigenvalues µ i for a given R.
Let us now turn to the temporal steering scenario, where a system is measured at initial time t 0 and the resulting dynamics will be collapsed (steered) into different states at later time t f . Operationally, the key quantity of interest in TS is characterized by a set of unnormalized states called temporal steering assemblage: {σ a|x (t) = p(a|x)ρ a|x (t)} a,x , where p(a|x) is the probability of obtaining the outcome a conditioned on the measurement choice x performed at t 0 , and, ρ a|x (t) is the conditional quantum state at time t, where the steered evolution is characterized. We highlight here that the element in the assemblage can also be derived from PDM by the following Born's rule [41] :
where E a|x is the Pauli measurement conducted at t 0 . And, the hierarchical relation between PDM and TS can be obtained from Eq. (9), meaning the TS can serve as a weaker measure of direct-causal influence. The magnitude of temporal steerability can be quantified by several distant measures between the given assemblage and that can be classically interpreted known as local hidden state (LHS) model taking the following form σ LHS a|x (t) = λ p(λ)p(a|x, λ)ρ λ . In this work, we utilize the measure called temporal steering robustness (TSR) defined as:
where τ a|x is arbitrary noisy assemblage element. In summary, the magnitude of direct-causal influence can be obtained from either the PDM or TS.
We can now testify the causality of the system. In Fig. 3 , we numerically plot the TSR and f -function as functions of time with different magnitudes of acceleration A. Here, we assume the measurements performed on the qubit to be Pauli measurements {σ x , σ y , σ z } and the initial state of the qubit is prepared in maximally mixed state ρ 0 = I/2. One can observe that if we lower down the acceleration to A = 10 12 m/s 2 , both the TSR and ffunction will drop sharply when crossing the Cherenkov threshold. It means that its correlation to the initial measurement immediately becomes space-like and causally disconnected. In this case, the effective light-cone can be well-defined by the Cherenkov threshold. However, when increasing the acceleration, it is no longer the case, since there will exist residual causal influence after crossing the Cherenkov threshold. For now, it is still inconclusive to determine whether the Cherenkov threshold plays the role of effective light-cone expansion. One possibility is that, if the Cherenkov threshold indeed coincides with the effective light-cone, then the residual direct-causal influence should be treated as the sign of unphysical causal violation. This possibility will be discussed in the next section by introducing multi-mode model.
IV. MULTIMODE MODEL
Based on the belief that a reasonable physical model must obey causality principle, the existence of causal violation implies that the model cannot completely describe the real situations. Motivated by several researches which have pointed out that single-mode approximation is not valid in many cases [25] [26] [27] [28] , we extend our model to a multi-mode one which is generally described by the following Hamiltonian
ω n a † n a n + g n cos(
where N is the number of the field modes involved in the cavity. ω n = (n+1)ω 0 , g n = √ n + 1g 0 and k n = (n+1)k 0 are the frequency, coupling strength and wave vector for each field mode n, respectively.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the behavior for TSR and f -function with the fixed acceleration A = 10 14 m/s 2 , where the residual causal influence has been significantly shown. The results are summarized in order. First, we can observe that in multi-mode model, the dynamic involves several transitions rather than single transition appeared in the single-mode model, implying that the mode-truncation fails to simulate real situations. Second, when increasing the number of field modes, the residual causal influence will decrease, and, eventually, vanish by adding enough number of modes. In this case, we can conclude that the residual causal influence in singlemode model should be regarded as the unphysical result. Note that to eliminate residual causal influence, 3 modes is needed for TSR while 8 modes is needed for f -function, where the different number of modes needed can be seen as a manifest of hierarchical relation between TSR and f -function [41] . Third, the result is consistent with the expectation that the Cherenkov threshold serves as the effective light-cone, since the speed limit for direct-causal influence propagation in multi-mode model is smaller than the Cherenkov speed threshold.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we investigate how to quantitatively infer the causation on the Cherenkov effect triggered by simulating qubit acceleration in circuit QED. Conceptually, in the system, we do not possess two different parties, acting as signal sender and receiver, to perform the Fermi's test [25] [26] [27] [28] . In addition, the system is characterized by a time-dependent Hamiltonian, which forbids us from analyzing the system with its energy spectrum [25] . These two aspects motivate us to testify the causation on the single moving system by the recently developed direct-causal measures based on temporal quantum correlations.
By comparing the single-mode and multi-mode model, we find the evidence that the speed of the propaga-tion of direct-causal influence should be bounded by the Cherenkov threshold. We then conclude that the singlemode approximation is inadequate even when the system is studied in weak-coupling regime.
